Study of the interaction between DNP and DIDS with human hemoglobin as binary and ternary systems: spectroscopic and molecular modeling investigation.
The combination of several drugs is necessary, especially during long-term therapy. A competitive binding of the drugs can cause a decrease in the amount of drugs actually bound to the protein and increase the biologically active fraction of the drug. Here, the interaction between 4,4'-Diisothiocyano-2,2'-stilbenedisulfonic acid (DIDS) and 2,4-Dinitrophenol (DNP) with Hemoglobin (Hb) was investigated by different spectroscopic and molecular modeling techniques. Fluorescence analysis was used to estimate the effect of the DIDS and DNP on Hb as well as to define the binding properties of binary and ternary complexes. The distance r between donor and acceptor was obtained by the FRET and found to be 2.25 and 2.13 nm for DIDS and DNP in binary and 2.08 and 2.07 nm for (Hb-DNP) DIDS and (Hb-DIDS) DNP complexes in ternary systems, respectively. Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy confirmed static quenching for Hb in the presence of DIDS and DNP in both systems. Furthermore, an increase in ellipticity values of Hb upon interaction with DIDS and DNP showed secondary structural changes of protein that determine to disrupt of hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions. Our results showed that the Hb destabilize in the presence of DIDS and DNP. Molecular modeling of the possible binding sites of DIDS and DNP in binary and ternary systems in Hb confirmed the experimental results.